The class of periodic-finite-type shifts (PFT's) is a class of sofic shifts that strictly includes the class of shifts of finite type (8FT's), and the zeta function of a PFT is a generating function for the number of periodic sequences in the shift. In this paper, we derive a useful form ula for the zeta function of a PFT. This form ula allows the zeta function of a PFT to be com puted more efficiently than the specialization of a formula known for a generic sofic shift.
I. INTRODUCTION
A sofie shift is a set of bi-infinite sequences which can be represented by some labeled directed graph, and is core to the study of constrained coding. A classic example of sofie shifts is the class of shifts of finite type (SFT's), which arise commonly in the context of coding for data storage.
A new class of sofie shifts, called periodic-finite-type shifts (PFT's), was introduced by Moision and Siegel [9] , who were interested in studying the properties of distance-enhancing codes, in which the appearance of certain words is forbidden in a periodic manner. The class of PFT's strictly includes the class of SFT's, and some other interesting classes of shifts, such as constrained systems with unconstrained positions [11] , and shifts arising from the time-varying maximum transition run constraint [10] .
The difference between the definitions of SFT's and PFT's is small, but significant. An SFT is defined by forbidding the appearance of finitely many words at any position of a bi-infinite sequence. A PFT is also defined by forbidding the appearance of finitely many words within a bi-infinite sequence, except that these words are only forbidden to appear at positions indexed by certain pre-defined periodic integer sequences; see Section II for a formal definition. Thus, there is a notion of period inherent in the definition of a PFT that causes it to differ from an SFT.
The properties of SFT's are quite well understood (see, for example, [5] ), but the same cannot be said for PFT's. The study of PFT's has, up to this point, primarily focused on finding efficient algorithms for constructing their presentations [1] , [3] , [4] . The work presented in this paper may be viewed as part of an ongoing effort (see also [7] ) to extend some of what is known about SFT's to the larger class of PFT's. This paper focuses on zeta functions. The zeta function of a sofie shift is an exponential generating function for the number of periodic sequences in the shift. It is known that the zeta function of a sofie shift is always a rational This work was supported by a Discovery Grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), Canada.
function [8] . The zeta function of a sofie shift can be explicitly computed from a labeled directed graph presenting the shift; see [5, Theorem 6.4.8] . If the graph has r vertices, the formula requires the computation of the characteristic polynomials of r matrices.
It is well known that the zeta function can be computed in a much simpler way when the sofie shift is in fact an SFT. In this case, the zeta function is obtainable from the characteristic polynomial of only one matrix -the adjacency matrix of a graph derivable from a forbidden-word description of the SFT; see [5, Theorem 6.4.6] . In this paper, we prove an analogous result (Theorem 111.10) for a PFT. We show that the zeta function of a PFT can be computed from certain matrices derivable from a description of the PFT in terms of periodically-forbidden words. Moreover, the number of these matrices depends only on the period of the PFT. For example, the number of matrices needed is two when the PFT has period equal to 2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide some of the necessary background on PFT's in Section II, and then move on to the derivation of the zeta function of a PFT in Section III.
II. BASIC BACKGROUND
We begin with the basic background, based on material from [3] and [5] . Let E be an alphabet, a finite set of symbols. A word over E is a finite-length sequence w; the length of w is denoted by Iwl. For a bi-infinite sequence x == 0 0°X -IXOXI 0 0 0 over E, we call a length-n word w a subword' of x, denoted by w -< x, if w == XiXi+l 0 0°X i+n-l for some integer i. We will write w <i x when we want to emphasize the fact that w is a subword of x starting at the index i. We further define (jr(x) == 0 0°x~l xoxi 0 0 0 ' the r-shifted sequence of x, to be the bi-infinite sequence satisfying x; == Xi+r for all i E Z.
Given a labeled directed graph 0, where edge labels come from E, let 8(0) be the set of bi-infinite sequences which are generated by reading off labels along bi-infinite paths in O. A sofic shift S is a set of bi-infinite sequences such that S == 8(0) for some labeled directed graph O. In this case, we say that S is presented by 0, or that 0 is a presentation of S. A classic example of a sofie shift is a shift offinite type (8FT) Y == YF', where F' is a finite set of forbidden words (a forbidden set). The SFT Y == YF' is defined to be the set 1An alternative term for subword, used in the literature on combinatorics on words, is "factor"; see e.g., [6] .
where P; (S) is the set of periodic sequences in S of period n.
In fact, there exists a formula for computing the zeta function of a sofic shift, which shows that the zeta function of a sofic shift is always rational [8] , [5, Theorem 6.4.8] . In the particular case when S is an SFT Y == YF' with forbidden set F' C E R , the zeta function is simply the reciprocal of a polynomial [2] . More precisely (see [5, Theorem 6.4.6] ),
phase has at most one state corresponding to WEER. We denote by w(i) the state in V(i) corresponding to w.
Observe that WBG's are always deterministic, that is, distinct outgoing edges from the same state are labeled distinctly.
Given a WBG 0 and a path a :
Ig (a) and T c(a) denote the initial state and terminal state of a in 0, respectively. In the case when I g (a) == T o(a) == V, we call a a cycle at V. Furthermore, we denote by Lg(a) the sequence which is generated by reading off labels along a.
We also simply say x is generated by a (in 0) if x == Lg(a).
III. THE ZETA FUNCTION OF A PFT
The zeta function of a sofic shift S is a generating function for the number of periodic sequences in S. More precisely, for a given sofic shift S, the zeta function (5 (t) of S is defined to be where A gy is the adjacency matrix of the MS presentation of
In this section, we derive an expression for the zeta function of a PFT X{F,T} that uses the adjacency matrices of certain WBG's derivable from F and T. This expression is given in Theorem 111.10.
We first note the following remark that can be easily verified from the properties of WBG's. else 6: draw no edge from U to V. 7: return the resulting directed graph and name it Ox.
2: for each integer 0 ::; j ::; T -1, and for each pair of
We note here that Beal, Crochemore and Fici have also given an algorithm, different from the one above, that generates a presentation of a PFT [1] .
The MS presentation of a PFT is an example of a wordbased graph (WBG), which we define to be any labeled digraph 0 with the following properties:
• every state in 0 is a word wEER for some f 2:: 1.
• the vertex set consists of T disjoint phases
.. ,V(T-l) for some T 2:: 1, and each of all bi-infinite sequences x == ... X-IXOXI ... over E such that x contains no word f' E F' as a subword.
A periodic-finite-type shift (PFT) is characterized by an ordered list of finite sets F == (F( 0 ) , F( 1 ) , ... , F(T -1)) and a period T. More precisely, the PFT X{F,T} is defined as the set of all bi-infinite sequences x over E such that for some has the same length. An arbitrary representation X{F,T} can be converted to one in the above form as follows. For a given PFT X == X{F,T}' if 1E j(j) for some 1 ::; j ::; T -1, then list out all words of length j + III which end with 1, add them to j(O), and delete 1from j(j). Continue this process until
.. ,0), and every word in F(O) has the same length f. Throughout this paper, for a given PFT X == X{F,T}, we always assume that F is in standardform, i.e., F == (F~), 0, ... ,0), and F~) is a subset of E R for some e2:: 1.
Moision and Siegel proved that every PFT is a sofic shift, that is, each PFT has a presentation, by giving an algorithm to construct a presentation of a PFT [3] , [9] . We call their algorithm the MS algorithm and the resulting presentation Ox of a PFT X under the MS algorithm the MS presentation of X. The MS algorithm, given a PFT X == X{F,T} with F in standard form as input, runs as follows.
Proof: Let m be an integer such that mlGI 2:: .e. Since (£g(G))m == (£g(c))m and 1(£g(G))ml == mlGI 2:: .e, both Tg(Gm) and Tg(C m) are the length-.e suffix of (£g(G))m by Remark 111.1. Observe that T o(Gm) == T c(G) == u (i) and (2) in Remark 11.1, there is no cycle of length n in gx. However, the following proposition shows that we can generate x E P; (X) using a cycle G in the MS presentation QX d of X d, where X d = XVd,d} is the PFT with period d == gcd(n, T) and Fd == (F~,0, ... ,0). Proposition 111. 4 Let X == X{F,T} be a PPT with period T and F in standard form. Ifgcd(n, T) == d, then x E Pn(X) if and only ifx E Pn(Xd), where Xd == X{Fd,d} is the PPT with period d and Fd == (F~), 0, ... ,0).
Proof: Clearly, x E Pn(Xd) implies x E Pn(X) by definition.
So suppose that x E Pn(X). If x tf-Pn(X d), then for any o ::; r ::; d -1, we have ir -<i o" (x) for some ir E F~) and integer i; == 0 (mod d), that is, ir <i; X for i; == i r + r == r (mod d). Since gcd(n, T) == d by assumption, there exists an integer m 2:: 1 such that mn == d (mod T). As x is a periodic bi-infinite sequence of period n, for any 0 ::; r ::; d -1,
x contains ir at indices i; + smn, s == 0,1, ... , T / d -1.
This implies that for each r' E {O, 1, ... ,T -I}, we have ir' -<j~, u r '(x) for some ir' E F~) and integer jr' == 0 (mod T), which contradicts the fact that x E Pn(X) C X . • Thus, for the PFT's X and Xd defined in Proposition 111.4, when gcd(n, T) == d, as n == 0 (mod d), we have from Lemma 111.3 that x E Pn(Xd) == Pn(X) iff x == (£gxd (G))OO for some cycle G in the MS presentation gX d of X d . That is, for any n, every periodic sequence x E Pn(X) can be generated by a cycle in the MS presentation of some PFT.
So, for a WBG g, let Cn(w(i))g be the set of periodic sequences x == (XOX1 ... X n_1)OO which can be generated Lemma 111.6 (a) tr(A~) == 0 ifn ¢-0 (mod L z ) . (b) tr(A~zm) == L, x tr(B~) for any integerm 2:: 1.
Proof: (a) follows directly from Remark 11.1 (2) . For (b), first observe that for any integer m 2:: 1, tr(A~zm) == E~~~l tr(B~i))' where BVCi) is the adjacency matrix of the subgraph of (Qz)L z induced by V(i). However, we also have tr(B~o)) == tr(B~l)) == ... == tr(B~Lz-I))' since every cycle of length L z m in Qz can be viewed as a cycle at a state in V(i) for any 0 :::; i :::; L; -1.
•
We clarify at this point that our reason for defining the matrices A z , B z is that they are an integral part of our zeta function expression in Theorem 111.10. Precisely how these matrices enter into that expression will become clearer after the next couple of lemmas. The first of these lemmas explains the relationship between states in the MS presentation Qx of a PFT X and a state in the graph Qz defined from a z E OT.
Lemma 111.7 LetX == X{F,T} be a PFTwith periodT andF in standard form. For each Z == ZaZI ... ZT-I E OT and each integer 0 < q < t., -1, define J(Z, q) is as defined in (3), we find that Vr(j) cannot be a word in F~) iff r == iq (mod T) for some 0 :::; i :::; T -1 satisfying z; == 1. Hence, XaXI ... Xn-l == Lg z (C) for some cycle C at w(q) E V~~) iff for any j E J, there exists a cycle c» at w(j) E VY2 such that XaXI·· .Xn-l == Lgx (C(j) ). This clearly shows that (z, q) and J == J (z, q) satisfy (4) for any integer n == 0 (mod T) and any WEER, as required.
We are now in a position to give the key idea in the proof of our zeta function result. As we show in the next lemma, we can explicitly determine IPn(X)1 for a PFT X == X{F,T} using the adjacency matrices of the WBG's Qz.
Lemma 111.8 Let X == X{F,T} be a PFT with period T and F in standard form. For an integer n 2:: 1, suppose that gcd(n, T) == d and consider the PFT X d == X{Fd,d} with period d and Fd == (F~), 0, ... ,0). Then, We use the above lemma to derive our expression for the zeta function of a PFT X == X{F,T}. We first re-write the sum ",,00
IPn (X) I tn· (1) n=l n In as dlT n:gcd(n,T)=d Using Lemma 111.8, the sum above can be expressed as L L L (_l)dWz/Lz-l tr (A~) t", (7) n dlT ZEOd n:gcd(n,T)=d Observe from the definition of Qz that for z E OT, Qz == Qz iff Z can be represented as z == (z~) k, for some positive integer gives us a one-to-one correspondence between such pairs (z, q), and non-empty sets J < [d] , satisfying (4). Furthermore, as WBG's are deterministic, we have that for any state w(q) in Qz, ICn (w(q) )gz I is equal to the number of cycles of length n at w(q) in Qz, which is the (w(q), w(q) )-th entry of A~. Finally, it is clear from (5) The mapping (z, q) r-----+ J(z, q) is a bijection between pairs (z, q) as above and non-empty subsets J~ [T] . Furthermore,
jEJ for any integer n == 0 (mod T), and any word wEER.
Proof: It is easy to verify that the mapping (z, q) r-----+ J(z, q)
is a bijection as stated above, so we focus on proving (4) . For clarity, we use the notation V~% and V~i) (for some i) to denote the phase V(i) in Qx and the phase VCi) in Qz, respectively. Consider x == (XaXI ... Xn_I)OO E Cn(w(q))gz. Then there exists a cycle C :
Recall from Remark 11.1(1) that v; E V~:), where 0 < i' < L, -1, iff r == i'q (mod L z ) . Since V~:) == E R \ F~) iff Zi' == 1 for some 0 :::; i' :::; L, -1, V r cannot be a word in F~) iff r == i'q (mod L z ) for some 0 :::; i' :::; L, -1 satisfying Zi' == 1. Furthermore, as Zi' == Zi'+L z == ... == Zi'+(Nz-I)L z for each 0 :::; i' :::; L, -1, we infer that V r cannot be a word in F~) iff r == iq (mod T) for some 0 :::; i :::; T -1 satisfying z; == 1. Now, consider x' == (x~x~... X~_I)OO E njEJCn(W(j))gx for J == {jl,j2, ... ,jIJI} == J(z,q). Then, for each j E J and a state w(j) E VY2, there exists a cycle c'» :w(j) -----+ Vl(j) -----+ ••• -----+ V~~2 -----+ w(j) of length n at w(j) E vY2 such that Lgx (C(j)) == x~x~... X~-l. For the cycle c», we have, from Remark 11.1 (1) , that Vr(j) E V~~iff r == -j (mod T). That is, Vr(j) cannot be a word in F~) iff r == -j (mod T).
Since Lg x (C(jI)) == Lg x (C(j2)) == ... == Lg x (C(jIJI)), we have that for each cycle c», j E J, Vr(j) cannot be a word in F~) iff r == -jk (mod T) for some jk E J. Since J == We are now in a position to prove our main result, namely, a formula for the zeta function of a PFT. The theorem now follows by plugging these expressions into (9) , and then using the fact (see e.g., [ k. Therefore, for z E nT, A z appears in (7) iff d == kl.; for some klN z . Thus, (7) can be expressed as L L L (_l)kWz-l tr (:~) t", (8) ZEOT klN z n:gcd(n,T)=kL z A standard application of the Mobius inversion formula of elementary number theory allows us to write (8) (As L m) L L ;3(z, s) L tr i z t sLzm, (9) s zm ZEOT slNz m=l Proof: We first simplify the expression in (9) using Lemma 111.9. For z's such that N z is odd or W z is even (in this case, by the lemma, f3(z, 2) == 0 as well), we observe that 
